
I am a big believer in exposing teenagers to different kinds of learnings outside of their school 
curriculum. This would let them learn new things, develop unique perspectives, and acquire 
worldly wisdom. One of the best ways to give this exposure is via internships. My elder son 
completed his 9th grade, and I wanted him to undergo an internship during the summer break. 
 
My initial thought was to get him exposed to equity research. That would not be ideal as I am 
pushing my interests into him. I brainstormed this idea with my friend Arpit Ranka. Having a 
network of rational friends is a big advantage. Arpit introduced me to his friend Deepak Kapur. 
 
Deepak is an entrepreneur, teacher, and a terrific value investor. He teaches at IIM Indore. 
When he gets tired of reading annual reports, he surfs in Kovalam beach. I would highly 
encourage you to watch his excellent presentation on valuation that he did for IIC Alpha Series. 
 
During our recent India trip, my son Vibhu and I met Deepak Kapur. Instead of telling what to 
do, Deepak asked Vibhu on what he wanted to do. Vibhu reads a lot of fiction books, and he 
wanted to develop the habit of reading non-fiction books and choose Brain Sciences as a topic 
to explore. 
 

 
Deepak came up with a five-week plan. Every week Vibhu will read a book, watch a few videos, 
meet Deepak in person and discuss about brain sciences for an hour. It was an enjoyable 
experience for Vibhu, and he learnt a ton on brain sciences and developed the habit of reading 
non-fiction books. 
 

https://indianinvestingconclave.com/alpha_series


A few days back we came back to the US. I found my son lying on a bed and reading Mindset 
by Carol Dweck. Without anyone telling him, he picked up the book from my bookshelf and 
started reading. I was super happy to see that. Thanks to Deepak for guiding my son without 
expecting anything in return. Vibhu summarized his internship experience, which is given below. 

 
Outliers 

 

This book is about how successful people like Bill Gates and the Beatles became successful. One 

ingredient for success is luck. One example of this is how the date of birth of junior hockey players in 

Canada decides the outcome. 

 

In junior hockey, kids are separated into the year they were born in, which is unfair for the kids born in 

the later months because the kids born earlier would have more months of practice and development. 

 

This causes the older kids to be selected because they had more practice and they would get even more 

training and the younger kids to give up their hopes of becoming a hockey player. Had a kid born on 

December 31 been born one day later, he would have a better chance of being an NHL player, proving 

that luck plays a part in success.  

 

Another ingredient is practice and dedication. The Beatles only became successful because they 

performed live in Germany countless times for four years, exceeding the 10000-hour mark. Also, Bill 

Gates became skilled because he spent 10000 hours programming on a computer at just the age of 13. 

All in all, to become successful, you must not only be lucky but also develop your skills by practicing 

hard.  

 

Influence 

 

Influence is about many techniques used to persuade people into doing something without them 

knowing you influenced them. The six principles are reciprocal behavior, liking, social proof, scarcity, 

authority, and commitment. 

 

Reciprocal behavior is when you give something to a person, they will give something back because 

people want to maintain the positive relationship. One example of this is if you invite someone to your 

birthday they will feel the need to invite you to their party. 

 

Liking is when you buy something just because it will help someone you like. Many websites use this 

principle to influence people to buy their products. These websites use referral links where if your friend 

buys something, you get $10 off. Usually, your friend buys the product just because they like you and 

they want to help you. To get people to like salesmen, salesmen often ask customers about their 

hobbies and beliefs and claim they are similar. This causes the customer to like the salesman and is more 

likely to buy the product. 

 



Social proof is where the behavior of other affects your response. Amazons use social proof by having a 

review section for each product. When people see good reviews for a product, they think “if other 

people like this product, then it must be good.” This results in the sales of a lot of products just because 

some random people gave the product good reviews. 

 

Scarcity is used to make people think that if it is rare, then it is worth a lot. This causes people to take 

actions quickly without thinking of alternative deals. During holiday times, Amazon has many things for 

sale. They add scarcity when a bar shows how much percent of the product is taken. This causes people 

to buy the product without considering if there are better versions of that product. 

 

Authority is shown when an expert tells you something. This causes people to believe what he says 

without doubting it even if he is wrong. In Colgate advertisements, there is always a dentist saying 

Colgate is the best. This is more effective than hiring some celebrity because people will believe the 

dentist is telling the truth because he is an expert on teeth. 

 

Commitment and consistency is when a person commits to doing something either publicly or by writing 

it down they stay consistent with it. One example is when my mom committed to walking every day and 

was consistent in doing so, even though she did not have a lot of free time. 

 

Predictably Irrational  

 

The main point in the book is we humans behave irrationally under many circumstances. One example is 

on how our brain is programmed to compare two things and decide, which is relativity. Many salesmen 

use relativity to make sure you buy what you want them to buy. For example, they can show you a 

broken down house for $100k and a slightly better one at a higher price. You end up buying the 

somewhat better home at a higher price, which is what the broker wanted to sell you in the first place. 

 

The phantoms of the brain 

 

Dr Ramachandran is a neurologist who studies exciting things about the human brain. He is known for 

designing ingenious experiments that are very cost effective. For example, he created a mirror box for a 

few hundred dollars, which cures phantom limbs. 

 

Like a scientist, Ramachandran comes up with a hypothesis. He verifies it with simple experiments to see 

if his hypothesis is right or wrong. One day a patient came to Ramachandran and reported that he is 

feeling sensation on his phantom left hand when his left cheek is touched. 

 

Ramachandran stroked the right cheek of the patient and nothing happened.  Afterwards, he stroked 

the left cheek, and surprisingly, the patient felt stroking on his phantom left hand. Ramachandran 

hypothesized that when the left arm disappeared, it left the regions in the brain controlling the left arm 

intact. 

 



When the arm got amputated, the brain regions for the left cheek invaded the brain regions of the left 

arm. How can the invasion happen? Brian operates on the principle of use-it-or-lose-it. This is why the 

patient was feeling the sensation in his phantom left arm. By coming up a hypothesis and designing 

simple experiments, Ramachandran was able to cure the patient. 

 

Temple Grandin movie 

 

This movie is about Temple Grandin an autistic girl who made a better design for slaughterhouses, that 

is still being used today. Throughout her childhood, Temple was fond of animals and can easily see think 

in pictures, but she was made fun of for her issues caused by her autism.  

 

This movie showed that sometimes you need a good mentor to lead you in the right direction. When 

Temple Grandin went to boarding school, her science teacher realized that she can see everything In 

pictures and pursed her towards that direction. I also learned that to succeed in life, people around you 

have to be supporting like Temple’s mom and her science teacher. 

 

Currently, Temple Grandin is still alive and is a professor about animals and gave TED talks  on autism. 

She would have never reached this stage had she not meet her science teacher that changed her life. 

This connects to the book Outliers because it proves that not only do you have to work hard, you also 

have to be lucky to become successful. 

 

The brain that changes itself 

  

For a long time, scientists believed that the brain was like a machine that never changed. That was 

changed when they realized that the brain is neuroplastic and it is capable of rewiring itself with proper 

training. This is shown when a woman severely damages her hip and could not walk. After many weeks 

of walking with a particular device, her brain slowly rewired itself, and she was able to walk again 

properly without the device. This proves that the brain will do whatever it can to survive and more 

importantly, the brain changes itself. 

 

 


